
Description 
and features

Application

Physical 
constant

Tools

Storage

Health & 
Safety

Bitumen Oil )for cold use(, excellent, very high quality, interior - exterior, resistant to all weather conditions, 

made from the finest materials in the world, used to isolate final roofs, underground/upper water tanks 

“from abroad“ bathrooms substructure, concrete surfaces exposed to harmful groundwater pressure 

andbasements, anti-moisture and water, also used for flooring coolants, anti-rust, uses to glue cork boards, 

Aladfwi Foam for thermal insulation, as aprotection for wood surfaces from moisture and water.

1. The surfaces must be flat and completely dry to be painted.

2. Must be mixed well until you have a completely homogeneous liquid before use .

3. Paint the surface with a layer “basis“ of the “ bitumen oil Almadina Misurata“ thinning with mineral turpentine 

water by %10 by using permeable surfaces “Roller“.

4. lengthwise coat should be painted by “ bitumen oil Almadina Misurata“ after 24hours of painting the foun-

dations.

5. sideways coat should be painted after 24 hours from the first coat. 

Color                  

water content   

Specific gravity          

Bitumen ratio            

coverage    

Dry to touch           

drying time for recoat     

Full drying      

Thinning    

Packaging

black

Zero%

0.9 ± 0.05 Kg/l

70 : 80%

6 m2 / kg / face

24 hous completely dray 7 days

24 hours

7 Days

 mineral turpentine water 

13 kg

Product should be stored in the original package for 24 months from the production date , store it under normal 

conditions and keep it away from direct sunlight.

1 - Don’t keep food in the empty package.

2 - Keep it away from the reach of children.

3 - Avoid direct contact with eyes or skin , in case of contact with eyes you should  clean immediately with plenty 

of clean cold water and seek medical advice .

4 - This product is free of polluted materials to the environment.

Roller Spray gun

Bitumen Cut Back
Al Madina Misurata Paints


